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Urban Outfitters

User Research Guide



A Guide to our Users

A look at who our potential customers are and what makes them tick. Using surveys,

qualitative research and other sources of information, I will summarize what we need

to do to gain customers and increase conversion rates.



Pacha Trends

User Research Guide



One of the most essential parts of creating a successful e-commerse website is understanding our users. Great e-commerce websites successfully connect

a user to a product with a system that is eﬃcient, easy and fun.



Project Statement

Our goal is to redesign the Urban Outfitters website so that users can more easily navigate throught the site from browsing to purchasing. In order to

design a successful website we must ﬁrst understand our user’s needs and behaviors when shopping e-commerce. We should

leverage and build upon good exmaples of user-interface and improve on least successful one.



Solution

We will accomplish this keeping in mind the three main steps within an online shopping experience as we research. First, the user

most ﬁnd the product he/she is looking for. Second, we must showcase the product well. Third, we must create a seamless checkout

experience.
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Urban Outfitters

User Research Guide



A Guide to our Users

A look at who our potential customers are and what makes them tick. Using surveys,

qualitative research and other sources of information, I will summarize what we need

to do to gain customers and increase conversion rates.



Who Are Our Users?

Holistic Research



The Power Shopper



The Recreational Shopper



The Reluctant Shopper



The users who know exactly what

they are looking for, your job is

to help them ﬁnd their desired

product in as few steps as

possible.



This user just wants to casually browse

through your website.



Some users might need more handholding.
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The Power Shopper

Holistic Research



“Each type of shopper presents unique challenges, as well as unique opportunities.”

-Daniel Alves



The Power Shopper



33%

The Power Shopper

The users who know exactly what

they are looking for, your job is

to help them ﬁnd their desired

product in as few steps as

possible.
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19% of shoppers knew exactly what they

wanted before they visited the website.



Power Shoppers know exactly

what they want, have sophisticated shopping strategies, and

don’t want to waste time casually

perusing your website. For these

shoppers, your ﬁrst priority is to

provide them with an awesome

search bar so they can type exactly

what they want. In terms of design,

you want to make sure your search

bar is large and presented with

enough contrast so it’s easily visible.

Per conventions, place it in the topright of your website and make sure

it is consistent across the entire

website.
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The Recreational Shopper

Holistic Research



“Each type of shopper presents unique challenges, as well as unique opportunities.”

-Daniel Alves



The Recreational Shopper



69%

The Recreational Shopper

This user just wants to casually browse

through your website.
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69% of online shoppers fell into the casual

browser category.



If you’re not a recreational shopper,

you probably know one. This type of

shopper would prefer to spend an

entire afternoon at the mall casually

exploring any store that piques his

curiosity. They don’t see shopping as

a means to an end; they’re shopping

for the experience. While these shoppers are more likely to jump ship and

not purchase from you, they provide

an incredible opportunity, due to their

tendency to be more adventurous and

impulsive in their shopping habits.

Because these shoppers respond to

visual cues, you need to wow them

with dynamite photography, featured

item showcases, unbeatable deals and

the occasional unique surprise.
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The Reluctant Shopper

Holistic Research



“Each type of shopper presents unique challenges, as well as unique opportunities.”

-Daniel Alves



The Reluctant Shopper



8%

The Reluctant Shopper

Some users might need more handholding.
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8% fell in-between the other two categories



This type of shopper is generally

uncomfortable and nervous about

shopping online. She is typically

less tech-savvy and needs more

guidance throughout the entire

shopping experience. One of her

biggest concerns is privacy and

security; therefore, she responds

well to promising statements of

trust and customer service. Because

online shoppers cannot physically

touch the item they are buying,

promoting return and refund policies

greatly increases the likelihood they

will do business with you.
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Survey Results

In-Store vs. Online Survey



Survey Questions:



69%



31%



1. Tell me about your experiences with

shopping for clothing online. What do

you enjoy about your favorite sites and

what really grinds your gears?

2. Why do you like shopping on that speciﬁc

site?

3. Why do you prefer shopping online or instore?



Other Shopper Feedback:

31% of shoppers preferred to shop online.



“I have never successfully bought clothing

online without having to exchange for a

diﬀerent size.”



Reason:



Reason:



“Product not appearing exactly as pictured .”



- “Feel/Try on clothing”

- “I like trying on the clothes before I

buy them, and seeing how well they

are made.”

- “Easier/quicker to determine ﬁt”



- “Better variety online.”

- “Convenience, easy comparison of prices.”

- “Shopping in person makes me anxious.”



“I hate when actual size measurements for

each item are not listed.”



69% of shoppers preferred to shop in-store



“I like long, thorough description. I like to

know exactly what I am getting!”

“Don't shop for clothing online because I

can't try it on.”

“Everything is where it should be (I know,

that's vague, sorry).”
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Personas



Understanding our Users



“Persona is a user-centered design method which sets up ﬁctitious characters to represent the diﬀerent user types within a targeted

demographic group that might use a site or product.”

-Xin Wang



Methods Used:

Directed Storytelling

Interviews

Surveys
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